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Engagement Maximizer

EXCELLENT RATING

The Engagement Maximizer is a customized program
(for your unique situation) of engaging techniques
designed to multiply and magnify, creating high impact
and long-lasting results. Your organization will
lock-in-learning to create a culture of engagement.

Some of the engagement strategies available are...
Keynotes

Videos

Emcees

Video Courses

Engagement in a Box

Workshops

Team Building

Consulting
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Harvard Business Review, Gallup and other leading
organizations have discovered that a
1% increase in employee engagement

can lead up to a 9% increase in revenue.
Time to use this secret power in your life to
improve your bottom line and peace of mine.
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Would these high impact outcomes benefit you and your company?
EXCELLENT RATING

1. Learn how to deal with stress and turn it into a positive force.
2. Develop the techniques to stay engaged and be present, even when life (and
the overwhelming changes that are part of life in 2020) conspires to steal your
focus and drive.
3. Transform team energy from disjointed, frustrated, competitive and negative to
joyful, collaborative, creative and positive.
4. Increase productivity: In Gallup’s 2014 research only 13 percent of all
employees are “highly engaged,” and 26 percent are “actively disengaged.”
5. Higher Retention and Lower Turnover

"Here to Help You Engage: Digital + Live + Hybrid"
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Call or email to discuss how Engagement Unlimited can
customize an Engagement Maximizer for you and your
organization.

Engagement Unlimited
3880 Clark Drive, Vancouver, BC, V5V 4Y8, Canada
Office: 604-649-4867
Email: info@engagementunlimited.ca
Web: www.EngagementUnlimited.ca

Some of our Clients
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A few words from our clients:
“This was definitely the best team building exercise I've done not just at Oracle, but in my 15
year RATING
EXCELLENT
sales career. It was fun, engaging, and everyone felt good afterward. It was a perfect blend of
needing to concentrate on the work/teamwork and enjoying the experience. Creative and
worthwhile."
“The Engagement Maximizer was amazing! It was more than we could have hoped for. The way the
keynote/workshop fit so perfectly with the Mud Pie Kitchens, it all came together and the day just
kept building on each event. The whole far exceeded the parts. You were right when you said 1+1+1
was more than 3. WAY MORE than 3!!! Our company goals were not just met but exceeded!” Ryan
Bosa, President Bosa Development

“This was, by far, the most effective and engaging event of this type I have attended since starting with
Oracle 3 years ago. Roger was dynamic, very well informed, the content was relevant, and I walked out
of the session with applicable tools that I am excited to use. His session and the following one in
which we built a bench were absolutely the highlight of the weekend for me, personally and
professionally.”

